Molecular perovskites have attracted widespread research attention for their diverse properties. Like inorganic perovskites, these systems are susceptible to displacive phase transitions of rigid octahedra. This study investigates the prevalence of the accessible rigid unit modes-conventional and unconventional tilts and columnar shifts-in the classes of molecular perovskites. Formate-based compounds prefer conventional tilting, as a result of its anti-anti binding mode. Azides, hypophosphites, and dicyanamides show a propensity for unconventional tilts and shifts, which relates to their flexible binding geometries.
multiferroic behaviour can occur in formates and azides, 19, 20 and barocaloric effects were recently reported in dicyanamides. 21 Due to the topological congruence of oxide perovskites and their molecular analogues, many concepts developed for the former can be translated onto the latter. To illustrate, the tolerance factor, originally derived by Goldschmidt, 22 has been adapted to account for non-spherical ions and can be used to predict compositional stability windows for a given family. 23 Similarly, the tilting of rigid octahedra-crucial to perovskite physics-can be mapped onto the molecular analogues. The two most prevalent tilting periodicities in perovskite oxides are in-phase tilts, where neighbouring octahedra along the rotation axis rotate in the same direction, and out-of-phase tilts, where the direction of rotation alternates. In Glazer notation, these scenarios are described by "a + " and "a − ", respectively. 24 As the octahedra are corner sharing, adjacent octahedra perpendicular to the rotation axis necessarily tilt in opposite directions. In molecular perovskites, where the octahedra are only corner connected and not corner sharing, this restriction is lifted. Hence, entire layers of octahedra may tilt in a like manner, leading to the concept of "unconventional" tilts. 16, 25 Additionally, layers or columns of octahedra can translate collectively, which is referred to as columnar shifts. 26 Therefore, the complete set of rigid unit modes (RUMs)-framework distortions where the structural integrity of the octahedra is retained-in molecular perovskites comprise conventional tilting, unconventional tilting and columnar shifts. The latter two are referred to as "unconventional" degrees of freedom, as they have no analogue in conventional oxides, but they contribute to the large structural diversity of molecular perovskites. Ideal, undistorted perovskites adopt the space group Pm3m, but framework distortions reduce this symmetry. The link between symmetry and tilting is well understood in conventional perovskites, 24, 27 such that tilt systems can usually be assigned via the space group-if not by inspection. For example, out-of-phase tilting polarised along one axis of the unit cell lowers the symmetry from Pm3m to tetragonal I4/mcm symmetry. 27 However, clear, unambiguous assignment of tilts and shifts in molecular perovskites can be very challenging, due to the large number of degrees of freedom. Tilts and shifts often coexist, rendering visual assignment difficult, and consequently framework distortions are normally not discussed in detail. Yet an understanding of the active distortion modes is important for the analysis of phase transitions as well as for the ultimate aim of crystal engineering. By way of context, "tilt engineering" in oxide perovskites is an appealing tool for rational materials design. 28, 29 The rigid unit modes are often directly implicated of a tilt and a shift through a hybrid ferroelectric mechanism. [30] [31] [32] , where a substantial barocaloric effect was found. 21, 33 The present study compares the propensity for the rigid unit modes in the various families of molecular perovskites. By using group-theoretical software to analyse a large number of published crystal structures, problems with visual assignment of tilts and shifts are circumvented. The scope is restricted to simple perovskites with polyatomic linker anions: formates, azides, hypophosphites, dicyanamides and dicyanometallates [ Fig. 1 ]. The manuscript first discusses the prevalence of the three types of rigid unit modes in molecular perovskites and proceeds to comparing the structural behaviour of the different families. It will be shown that the preference for certain distortions varies between the different families; e.g. formate perovskites behave largely conventionally, whereas the other systems exhibit varying degrees of unconventional behaviour. The nature of the X-site linker is key in dictating the structural distortions. Lastly, some implications for the development of polar materials are discussed.
As a cautionary note, this study relies on previously published crystal structures and so the results are limited by the accuracy of these crystal structures. A number of factors may impact the accuracy and precision of crystallographic data, including positional disorder, light linker atoms in the vicinity of heavy metals and the collection of low-angle data only. In addition, there may be local deviations from the average structure captured by classical crystallographic techniques.
Methods
Each distortion-whether a conventional tilt, unconventional tilt or shift-is associated with a particular propagation vector, k, which is inversely proportional to the periodicity. For example, the out-of-phase conventional tilt has a repeat unit of two octahedra in every direction and hence k = [½, ½, ½]. The distortions can be described by their irreducible representation (irrep) with respect to the (possibly hypothetical) parent structure. In cubic structures, irreps assume the form k # ± , where k is the Bradley-Cracknell symbol for high-symmetry points in the Brillouin zone. 34 To illustrate, the irrep for the out-of-phase tilt is given by R 5
The exact notation of the irrep depends on the setting of the unit cell and here, the A-site is taken as the origin. The software ISODISTORT 35 can identify the active irreps in a distorted low-symmetry structure (hettotype) relative to the high-symmetry parent (aristotype). , respectively. The analysis in the present study was performed as follows. Crystal structures of distorted molecular perovskites taken from literature were modified by removing the A-site cation and any pendant hydrogen atoms on the linker molecule. If needed, the structure was converted to the standard setting via the software FINDSYM. 36 The resulting structure was decomposed in ISODISTORT 35 relative to a hypothetical aristotype structure in space group Pm3m with a linear linker. The active irreducible representations corresponding to the shifts and tilts were noted [see ESI †]. 
Results
The clearest difference between the various families of molecular perovskites is the varying propensity for conventional tilting. The out-of-phase tilt (R 5
−
) occurs in nearly all formate, hypophosphite, dicyanamide, and dicyanometallate perovskites. It may be polarised along one or more axes with varying relative magnitudes and is frequently very strongly activated. For example, the C2/c phase of [Et 3 PĲCH 2 ) 2 F]CdĳNĲCN) 2 ] 3 shown in Fig. 1 exhibits a tilt angle of 45°along one axis. 37 The in-phase tilt (M 2 + ) is also relatively common in dicyanamides and formates, although not quite as markedly. In contrast, these two modes are scarce in azide perovskites and when present, they are less pronounced relative to the other active distortions. Though not universally present, the out-of-phase tilt is clearly one of the key symmetrybreaking instabilities in the majority of molecular perovskites.
The trends for the unconventional tilts are generally opposite to those for conventional tilts. Azides favour unconventional tilting, which often plays an integral role in their phase transitions. For example, [(CH 3 ) 2 NH 2 ]CdĲN 3 ) 3 transitions from R3 to P1 resulting from a change in the unconventional tilt mode Γ 4 + from equal magnitude along the three axes to unequal magnitudes. 38 Marked unconventional tilting is rarer in the other families; in particular in the formates. Certain unconventional tilt modes become symmetry allowed from other distortions (e.g. X 5 − arises as a secondary order parameter from the common combination of R 5 − and M 2 + resulting in Pnma symmetry 39 ), yet their magnitudes are insufficient to be observed by inspection. This highlights the need for caution with group-theoretical analysis-the activation of a certain distortion does not imply that it is sufficiently strong to be noticeable. However, an interesting formate system where unconventional tilting does occur is the polar NH 4 CdĲHCOO) 3 , where X 5 − is one of the strongest modes. 30 Hypophosphites rarely show the unconventional tilts in Fig. 2 , but it will be shown that they can exhibit such tilts with different periodicities. Dicyanamides feature unconventional tilting occasionally, but it is normally less pronounced than the conventional tilts. Thus, unconventional tilting is largely localised to azides and hypophosphites. Amongst the four periodicities of unconventional tilting, the in-phase tilts (Γ 4 + and X 5
is the most frequent and appears in all families where unconventional tilting may occur. The zone-centre tilt, Γ 4 + , is often present as a secondary order parameter, but only plays an important symmetry-breaking role in some azide perovskites. 38, 40 By contrast, the two out-of-phase modes, X 3 , where this mode is the only active framework distortion, leading to R3m symmetry. 13 Admittedly, some formates and dicyanometallates exhibit shear shifts, but this is always a result of another, stronger mode-e.g. a conventional tilt. 16, 47 In a few cases, formates exhibit layered shifts (X 5 + ) as a primary order parameter, which is often associated with inversion symmetry breaking. 32 For example, the condensation of such a shift in [NH 3 NH 2 ]MnĲHCOO) 3 drives a phase transition from Pnna to Pna2 1 . 48 Thus shifts are important for both the structure and properties and feature particularly prominently in azides and dicyanamides. So far, all the distortions considered have had propagation vectors with components of ½ or 0, i.e. wavelengths of two or infinite number of octahedra. However, other periodicities are also possible, albeit less common. Drawing analogy to the conventional perovskites, certain phases of NaNbO 3 3 displays an incommensurate phase with modulation wavevector q = 0.1430(2). 54 Overall, modes with "complex periodicities"-propagation vectors with other values than ½ or 0-appear to be more prevalent in molecular perovskites than in the oxide counterparts. In addition to enumerating the relative prevalence of the distortion modes, the present analysis facilitates comparisons between the different families of molecular perovskites and the identification of (dis)similar phases. This structure features out-of-phase tilts (R 5 − ) of equal amplitude polarised along two axes of the perovskite unit cell and another out-of-phase tilt of different magnitude along the third direction (a
. 24 Yet, the tiltdriven C2/c phase is the only structure appearing in all different families, and such common phases seem to be more of an exception than a rule.
Discussion
The above discussion made clear that the structural behaviour varies amongst the families of molecular perovskites. Fig. 4 shows the fraction of distinct phases in each family of molecular perovskites with conventional tilts (red), unconventional tilts (orange) and columnar shifts (blue) as primary order parameters. "Phase" is defined as a unique combination of A, X and space group. Formates are the most conventional family and they always contain a conventional tilt as a primary order parameter. As a result, classical perovskite concepts such as Glazer notation are often invoked. [59] [60] [61] Conversely, hypophosphites show considerable unconventional character with numerous columnar shifts and unconventional tilts with "complex" periodicities. 41 Given their deviating distortion preferences, the successful synthesis of mixed X-site formatehypophosphite molecular perovskites are an interesting achievement. 62 Such approaches may lead to previously unrealised structural behaviour. The larger molecular perovskites, i.e. azides and dicyanamides, both show a propensity for shifts, but azides generally favour unconventional tilting whereas dicyanamides prefer conventional modes. However, caution should be exerted when attempting to draw quantitative conclusions due to the relatively small set of existing molecular perovskitescompared to the thousands of known oxide perovskites. The colour saturation in Fig. 4 is proportional to the number of structures considered, ranging from ca. 30 formates to 3 dicyanometallates. New molecular perovskites are continuously reported, which will further test the trends identified here. Despite this caveat, it is clear that there is considerable structural diversity in the various classes of molecular perovskites and that general trends can be identified within a given family.
Having established general trends in the structural behaviour of molecular perovskites, it is tempting to rationalise the observations. Prediction of the precise framework deformation exhibited by a given composition is a tremendous task and requires consideration of the geometry and electronic structure of the linker and the cations. Nevertheless, a few observations regarding the X-site anion can be made. There is no straightforward correlation between unconventional behaviour and the linker length: formate and hypophosphite perovskites are similar in size, yet behave very differently. In addition, two large dicyanometallate perovskites exhibit conventional distortions, similarly to the small formates. Thus, anion length does not appear to be a strong structure-directing factor.
Rather than size, the relative prevalence of the RUMs is related to the preferred binding geometry of the M-X-M moiety. In a simple 2D scenario, conventional tilting requires a cis binding mode of the linker, whereas the two unconventional RUMs give a trans environment [ Fig. 5(a) ]. Formates serve as a useful illustration, as the metal-formatemetal moiety is close to planar and so the 2D scenario is a good approximation. In its most frequent anti-anti binding mode [ Fig. 5(b) ], formates bind strictly cis (relative to the O-O vector). This agrees with the predominant distortion modes being conventional tilting. Small shifts sometimes arise due to slight deviations from planarity, yet as a result of the strong tendency for planar binding, these shifts are weak. The only formate perovskite with significant unconventional tilts and shifts features the less common syn-anti binding mode [ Fig. 5(c) and (d)] . 30 As the binding mode is related to the tolerance factor, 47 this may act as a basis for simple design rules. Azide is the only linear cation considered here and it is agnostic to the binding angle-it can bind in trans and cis and linear geometries. 63 Hence both shifts, unconventional tilts and conventional tilts appear in azide perovskites. The paucity of conventional tilts relative to unconventional ones may indicate a preference for trans binding. Hypophosphites and dicyanamides show a broad variety of binding angles and their binding arrangements are not restricted to planar, thus leading to the range of distortions observed. 9, 45 It is noteworthy that all the bent linkers appear to favour conventional tilts above unconventional tilts, which again may form the basis of simple design rules. To further explore the binding modes of Fig. 4 The percentage of phases in the families of molecular perovskites showing conventional tilts, unconventional tilts and columnar shifts as primary order parameters. "Phase" is defined as a unique combination of A, X and space group. The colour saturation correlates with the number of sampled crystal structures-from ca. 30 for formates to 3 for dicyanometallates. the anions, and their effect on the resulting structure, theoretical studies would be beneficial.
Linker geometry, along with the point symmetry of the A-site cation, also affect the ability to adopt the highsymmetry aristotype Pm3m structure. This symmetry requires an undistorted framework and orientationally disordered (or monatomic) A-site cations. A substantial fraction of oxide perovskites exhibit the undistorted parent Pm3m symmetry, 64 yet the sole example of this space group in molecular perovskites are azides with NĲCH 3 ) 4 on the A-site. 13, 40 The azide linker can bind linearly between the two metal atoms and the high point symmetry of the tetramethylammonium cation presumably facilitates tumbling. In the systems with bent linkers, disordered tilts-either dynamic or static-are required for high-symmetry phases and can be observed in tetragonal and orthorhombic dicyanamides. 56 However, the large cations incorporated in the dicyanamide and dicyanometallate frameworks may be too bulky to rotate freely, thus preventing Pm3m phases. Both dynamic tilt disorder and A-site tumbling have been separately reported in two different metal formate perovskites, 65, 66 suggesting that the aristotype symmetry is in principle attainable. The nine rigid unit modes accessible to molecular perovskites are unevenly distributed and some modes are considerably more prevalent than others [ Fig. 2 ]. This can be contrasted with oxide perovskites, where the two available distortions are ubiquitous-indeed both appear as primary order parameters in the predominant Pnma phase. 64 In molecular perovskites, the conventional out-of-phase tilt (R 5 − ) is very common and its integral role is exemplified by the existence of a C2/c phase-driven purely by such tilts-in all families of molecular perovskites. By way of contrast, the unconventional out-of-phase tilts (X 1 − and M 5 + ) are rare. One might speculate that perhaps the conventional tilt is sufficiently stable such that most systems with a propensity for out-ofphase tilting will adopt this distortion. Again, computational studies would be a valuable addition to the field.
The rigid unit modes often couple to other distortions, notably the orientational order of the A-site cation. Hence, the deformation of the host framework may sometimes be dictated by the point symmetry of the cation. 26 This coupling does not solely arise from templating effects, but the hydrogen-bonding ability can also play a crucial role. To illustrate, imidazolium (C 3 H 5 N 2 + ) and triazolium (C 2 H 4 N 3 + ) possess the same five-membered ring structure, but with different hydrogen-bonding capabilities. Thus, they enforce different distortions when encapsulated in hypophosphite perovskites. 41 As a result of the framework-cation coupling, many phase transitions can equally well be considered to arise from A-site cation reorientation and modelled accordingly. [67] [68] [69] Of course, phase transitions may also be driven exclusively by cation ordering, e.g. the ferroelectric transition from R3c to its non-centrosymmetric subgroup R3c in [MHy]MnĲHCOO) 3 (MHy = methylhydrazinium, CH 3 -ĲNH 2 ) 2 + ) proceeds without noticeable changes to the rigid unit modes. 60 However, this investigation demonstrate that considerable structural insight can be obtained from consideration of the framework degrees of freedom alone. Another important distortion mode is the Jahn-Teller effect, which primarily appears in Cu-containing systems. 7, 70 A particularly interesting example is [C(NH 2 ) 3 ]CuĲHCOO) 3 , where the Jahn-Teller distortion drives polar symmetry (Pna2 1 ) by coupling to other modes. 71 This compound has been predicted to be ferroelectric and B-site substitution leads to the formation of compositional nanoregions reminiscent of relaxor ferroelectrics. 71 ; Ph = phenyl, C 6 H 5 ) all contain the correct ingredients to couple to a M 3 + Jahn-Teller distortion to break the inversion symmetry. 9, 14, 73 Thus replacement of Mn 2+ with Cu 2+ is likely to give an acentric structure. However, incorporation of Cu in larger molecular perovskites often leads to the preferential adoption of alternative structure types 16, 74 and so the realisation of a Cu-containing dicyanamide perovskite may be an experimental challenge.
Conclusion
Molecular perovskites represent an intriguing and expanding set of coordination polymers that are attractive from both fundamental and applied perspectives. The present analysis has elucidated the integral role played by the rigid unit modes in the structural behaviour of these systems. Such distortions are ubiquitous in conventional oxide perovskites, yet the presence of polyatomic linkers in molecular perovskites increases the number of accessible modes from two to nine-considering only wavevectors of 0 or ½. These nine modes are not equally prevalent and some of the unconventional tilting modes are particularly scarce. Moreover, the various classes of molecular perovskites show clear differences in their propensities for the various rigid unit modes. Formates, hypophosphites, and dicyanamides generally favour conventional tilts, whereas azide perovskites preferentially adopt structures with unconventional tilting. Columnar shifts are more prominent in the larger molecular perovskites, such as dicyanamides and azides, but also occur to some extent in formates and hypophosphites. The differences relate to the binding geometries of the linkers, where flexible binding modes are conducive to unconventional distortions. It is hoped that this study will ultimately help to understand the structural and functional differences between the different classes of materials and contribute to the development of structure-property relationships in these intriguing coordination polymers.
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